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HIS month Andrew Franklin takes me to task (see

Kickback, p. 7) for my comments in February’s Off

The Bridle regarding Racecourse Association CEO

David Armstrong and my assertion that finding a mechanism

to increase prize-money in British racing would assist him in

his quest to make racing ‘more exciting’. 

I had been critical of Armstrong’s stated view that there

was a need to ‘innovate’. As I read it, Armstrong seemed to

be of the view that it was up to others to innovate. And yet

this month we have a perfect example of the sort of

innovation racecourses could easily have achieved by now –

Go Racing in Yorkshire’s Yorkshire Wonder Horse scheme.

An incentive of £100,000 to the connections of any horse

who can win a race at each of the nine Yorkshire racecourses

by New Year’s Eve 2023 won’t change the racing world, but

it is at least an idea which will earn Yorkshire courses some

additional entry fees, perhaps boost field sizes, potentially

increase media rights payments as a result of larger fields and,

and here’s the optimistic bit, allow those racecourses to

increase their ‘executive contribution’ to prize-money in the

future.

Other innovations which might be worth Armstrong and his

colleagues in the RCA considering surround the presentation

of the racing product to those who have paid good money to

attend a racecourse. How can the experiences of previewing,

showing and celebrating  the races themselves and the

achievements of the participants be improved? More/better

screens? Pre and post-race analyses of the races? Access to

participants? Better  facilities for owners? Appropriate

management of anti-social behaviour? The development of

new ways of isolating loyal annual members’ facilities from

the worst of race-day behaviour?

Frankly, the possibilities are endless and Armstrong is the

man who should be directing such innovation and not

bemoaning the lack of it.

Franklin also attacks me for suggesting it’s not rocket

science to find a mechanism to increase prize-money. He’s

simply wrong in that respect. Force all racecourses to declare

total income from media rights (including the sale of pictures

abroad) and enter into new negotiations with horsemen on that

basis; it may be difficult to foresee racecourses agreeing to

such transparency, but there’s no doubt it would lead, at a

stroke, to fairer negotiations and better prize-money across the

board.
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IVEN that stable stalwarts Paddy Trainor and

Spider Nicholson were among the finalists, I

resolved to watch coverage of the Godolphin

Stud and Stable Staff Awards on Racing TV. With Covid

regulations reducing the celebrations to a virtual ceremony,

I wasn’t expecting too much by way of entertainment; I

think we are all suffering from Zoom fatigue and the

inevitable delay in communication time is never easy to

ignore.

Notwithstanding Paddy’s success, I was delighted to find

that I thoroughly enjoyed the programme. I thought Oli

Bell did a great job in holding the show together; he was

thoroughly in charge of his brief and asked interesting

questions. 

He was ably assisted by Nick Luck, chairman of the

judging panel, whose contributions as to the task facing

judges in selecting winners from such an array of talent

were fascinating.

Above all, I enjoyed the pictures of the nominees, with

their colleagues or their families, as the time came for the

winners of each award to be announced. For even through

the lens of a Zoom app, and with each nominee filling just

part of the television screen, it was clear to see just how

much it all meant to those involved.

And just as his passion for horses and enthusiasm for

racing made Paddy the ideal recipient of the top award on

the night, so the coverage of the other finalists and their

families and friends, especially in the moments just prior to

each announcement, paid eloquent tribute to the importance

of the awards, and the regard in which they are held by

those involved in the racing and bloodstock industries.

Thank you, Godolphin, for devising these awards and for

your continuing support for those who work so hard behind

the scenes.
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ROM mid-January onwards, and I’m erring on the

late side here, it’s hard to find anything in the

Racing Post that doesn’t include the words

‘Cheltenham’ or ‘Festival’. But on February 22, I came

across a smashing little story by David Carr, about the day

his love affair with racing began 40 years ago. It described

a half-term visit to Fontwell by the 16-year-old Carr, and

the ‘gloriously unpredictable’ racing that unfolded that day.

And it mentioned neither Cheltenham nor Festival – hurrah!

On a serious note, Carr explained that it may have been

easier to have been attracted to racing in time gone by. ‘..I

owe it all to the fact racing was highly visible to a 16-year-

old with an inquisitive mind back in 1982,’ he points out,

citing the prominent position of racing on terrestrial TV and

the coverage of racing, including results, on Radio 2 at the

time in Thatcher’s Britain.

It’s a sobering thought to compare how ‘visible’ racing is

now by comparison with 1982. What are those of us who

love the sport each doing to guide some new blood into the

sport?
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